Advancements in machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) have enabled imaging systems to perform complex classification tasks, opening numerous problem domains to solutions driven by high quality imagers coupled with algorithmic elements. However, current ML and DL methods for target classification typically rely upon algorithms applied to data measured by traditional imagers. This design paradigm fails to enable the ML and DL algorithms to influence the sensing device itself, and treats the optimization of the sensor and algorithm as separate sequential elements. Additionally, this current paradigm narrowly investigates traditional images, and therefore traditional imaging hardware, as the primary means of data collection.
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) approaches have solved a variety of challenging problems in the image processing domain. Increases in training data volume and quality enabled by the Internet, along with increasing computational power has enabled practical use of ML algorithms. The standard application of ML algorithms within a larger system involves collecting information from relevant scenes or targets, training ML algorithms on this data, then evaluating ML algorithm performance. However, applications that value classification results over human interpretability of collected data have additional optimization variables that could enable reduction of size, weight, power consumption, or total bandwidth of the sensing system. We evaluate such a system through the investigation of optimized linear sampling matrices for task-specific sensing, and methods to measure the relevant compressed signal directly via intentionally designed optical components. A neural network optimization problem was constructed that attempts to maximize target classification while minimizing total measurements given a classification problem. In this work we investigate the MNIST data set, a series of hand written digits from zero through nine. Once an optimal and sparsified sampling matrix is generated via the neural network optimization stage we investigate methods of instantiating such a static compressive sampling system in optical hardware using simulated prism arrays.
This document is structured as follows: A brief background on the areas of compressive sensing and compressive classification is provided. This is followed by description of the approach taken to determine the optimized task-specific linear sampling matrix. Strategies to physically create an optical sampling element given this matrix are then discussed, and methods used to simulate a refractive prism array are presented. Results showing compressive classification performance are presented. Finally, future areas of investigation are highlighted.
BACKGROUND
Previous work has shown the ability to compress signals below the Shannon-Nyquist sampling limits while retaining the ability to reconstruct an estimate of the original signal.
1 This work, building upon previous developments in LASSO regularization and basis pursuit denoising algorithms, 2-4 stimulated new investigations in compressive imaging and compressive signal processing.
The domain of compressive classification (CC) then emerged, taking concepts from compressive sensing and applying them towards sampling data for use with ML. CC typically uses random Gaussian or uniform probability distributed matrices to compress data. These compressed data representations are then passed into ML algorithms for training and performance evaluation. The ability to significantly compress signals while retaining high classification accuracy has been demonstrated in previous works. [5] [6] [7] Several notable compressive classification experiments have been performed with the Rice University single pixel compressive imager architecture.
8, 9
Task-specific information contained in images was investigated near this time, 10, 11 and this work showed a task-specific information metric coupled with compressive sensing systems had the ability to perform better than traditional imaging systems at low signal-to-noise ratios. Computational imaging systems that investigate task-specific architectures to extend depth of field have been proposed, [12] [13] [14] with focus on engineering the optical point spread function at certain spatial frequencies.
Optimal measurement matrices have been proposed for compressively sensed data. Past work has shown that these methods can lead to higher quality images reconstructed from fewer measurements. [15] [16] [17] [18] However, creating optical systems explicitly designed to collect the sparsest data-representation required for a given classification task remains a challenge in computational imaging. This work attempts to develop methods to determine the sparsest data representation needed for a specific classification task being performed by a ML algorithm while still maintaining accuracy, and then generates an optical component that yields this data representation in a physically realizable element.
TASK-SPECIFIC COMPRESSIVE SAMPLING
It is well known that compressive sampling can be used to capture imagery data. These compressive measurements can then be used to reconstruct estimates of the original image. For simplicity, we treat images as 1-dimensional vectors. For an image consisting of n pixels where k << n pixels are non-zero, the number of measurements needed to reconstruct the image is O(k log(n/k)).
1 Sensing matrices can simply be constructed by randomly drawing values from a Gaussian distribution. For our current application, we are interested in classifying the image directly from the compressive measurements. As a result, we are not constrained by the reconstruction problem. Furthermore, since we are designing our sensing matrices with real hardware constraints, it is best to reduce the number of non-zero values in our sensing matrix. In other words, let x be the input image, our goal is to design a sparse sensing matrix A that achieves high classification accuracy using measurements y = Ax as features.
In determining the optimal task specific sensing matrix, there are two algorithmic components: (1) a ML algorithm used to classify the compressed data and (2) an optimization algorithm to find the optimal compression matrix for the task. This optimization problem is what is called a high-dimensional, computationally expensive, black box optimization problem. High-dimensional refers to the large number of dimensions in the compression matrix in which we need to optimize over. The problem is computationally expensive since at each iteration, the ML algorithm must be trained and tested, and the problem is referred to as black box since the objective function for the optimization (performance of the ML algorithm) has no analytic form and must be determined by numeric evaluation.
Formally, let x ∈ X be an image with corresponding class label c x ∈ C. Let p θ (c|Ax) be the output of a classifier, parameterized by θ, that assigns the probability that compressive measurements Ax belong to class c. Our objective function is
where [·] is a predicate that evaluates to 1 when the condition is true and 0 otherwise, || · || 1 is the element-wise matrix norm, and λ is a parameter that controls the trade-off between sparsity and accuracy. This optimization problem can be solved with standard numerical methods by iteratively searching in the descend direction, as long as the classifier is also differentiable. In our experiments, we use the standard softmax classifier.
From a hardware perspective, it may be beneficial to have the sensing matrix be non-negative, e.g., A ij ≥ 0. This constraint can be included into the above optimization problem simply by setting each entry A ij to 0 when their values are negative at each update iteration. We note that it may be possible to further enforce A to be binary, e.g., A ij ∈ {0, 1}. This additional constraint may simplify hardware requirements. Investigating binary sensing matrices is a topic of future work.
There are no known numerical algorithms which work well on these types of optimization problems. We investigated various traditional algorithms to solve this problem such as genetic algorithms and Bayesian optimization using Gaussian processes, but in this paper we focus on optimizing using a neural network which is attractive since it combines the optimization with a ML algorithm thus avoiding high computational complexity.
OPTICAL SYSTEM GENERATION
Creating an optical system that matches the optimized sparse sensing matrix, A, as closely as possible can be achieved via numerous optical components such as refractive prism elements, diffractive arrays, or waveguidebased systems. In this work we have chosen a refractive prism array as the optical element for the generation of the optimized sparse sensing matrix in a hardware component.
In this approach we recognize that every element within the sparse sensing matrix can be approximated by a unique prism and neutral density filter. To simplify evaluation, we assume objects are located at negative infinity from the sensing system. Individual prisms in such a configuration encode an off-axis input angle over a given field of view, with n unique field of views defined in the sensing matrix, and directs light from these locations towards one of the single pixel detectors in image space, with k unique detectors defined in the sensing matrix. Values in the sensing matrix can be realized via neutral density filters that reduce the total signal intensity passing through an individual prism. Therefore, a sensing matrix describes how all input angles in object space should be mapped to detector elements in image space, and the associated weight of that mapping.
In order to generate a realizable prism array that approximates the desired optimized sparse sensing matrix, several assumptions must be made. First, a maximum object space field of view must be defined. This enables discretizing pixels used in training imagery into off-axis angular values. Detector size, detector spatial positions, prism size, and prism spatial position must also be defined. Once these values are selected, it is then possible to iterate through the sparse sensing matrix and create prism elements for all non-zero elements within the sensing matrix. Prism facet angle can be uniquely found as long as refraction angles are below the total internal reflectance angles defined by the air-glass boundary. A closed-form prism angle solver was used to calculate the desired prism facet angles given an input angle, prism location, and desired detector location defined from the sensing matrix.
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To evaluate the performance of the holistic task-specific compressive classifier system, prism arrays generated from the above technique were analyzed with an optical raytrace simulation. Specifically, each prism was raytraced with all possible input angles from object space and a per-prism angle and detector response was recorded. This matrix can then be summed to determine the angle and detector response from all prisms. This response matrix, A , is the hardware equivalent of the sparse sensing matrix, as it shows how angles in object space create a response on detectors in image space. The A matrix can then be multiplied by the machine learning training and testing dataset to create a compressed data representation for evaluation via machine learning classifier.
This approach creates unique pressures on the task-specific compressive sampling optimization task. Since every non-zero element within the sensing matrix must be realized by an optical element, sparsification of the sensing matrix is critical in order to reduce hardware complexity. Similarly, constraining the sparse sensing matrix to non-negative values enables the use of a single optical path and reduces both hardware and algorithmic complexity.
RESULTS

Task-specific compressive sampling results
We present results demonstrating the utility of learning task-specific sensing matrices for classification using the MNIST dataset. The MNIST dataset contains 60,000 training images and 10,000 test images consisting of hand-written digits. Each image is 28-by-28 grayscale pixels.
We use the training set to learn an optimal sensing matrix by optimizing equation (1) . We break the training set in smaller batches consisting of 10,000 images in each batch. Each batch is used to compute the gradient directions to learn the sensing matrix. We iterate for 1000 epochs. After each epoch, we use the learned matrix to compute the objective function (1) on the test dataset. The matrix that corresponds to the smallest value is kept as the final sensing matrix.
Using the final sensing matrix, we compute the classification accuracy. In order to facilitate a fair comparison, instead of using a softmax classifier, we use a random-forest classifier. Random-forest classifiers have desirable characteristics such as scaling invariance and feature selection. As such, using random forest to classify measurements, both optimal and random, reduces classifier-dependent side effects. Our random forest classifier consists of 100 trees. The sensing matrix is applied to the training set. The resulting measurements are used to train the random-forest classifier. Then the sensing matrix is applied to the test set. The classification accuracy is computed using measurements from the test set. Figure 1 : (a) Classification accuracy and (b) number of non-zero coefficients of using random and optimal sensing matrices on the MNIST dataset. All task-specific optimal matrices outperform random matrices. By enforcing sparsity, the optimal sensing matrices also have significantly fewer non-zero coefficients.
In Figure 1 (a), we plot the average classification accuracy of using random and optimal sensing matrices as a function of the number of measurements over 10 independent runs. In addition, for the optimal sensing matrices, we also plot the results for several λ values, the sparsity cost in equation (1) . The random matrices are generated by drawing values from the standard Gaussian distribution. The optimal sensing matrices are non-negative. The results show that accuracy can be significantly improved by using optimal sensing matrices. Even with just 5 measurements, the optimal sensing matrices for λ = 10 −1 obtained more than 0.85 accuracy compared to 0.44 for random matrices. Note that accuracies are similar across optimal sensing matrices at different sparsity costs. The benefit of enforcing sparsity can be seen in Figure 1(b) , which shows the mean number of non-zero coefficients for the sensing matrices as a function of the number of measurements. With just 5 measurements, the average number of non-zero coefficients in the optimal sensing matrices with λ = 10 −1 is 869 compared to 3920 for the random matrices. Figure 2 : (a) Classification accuracy for unconstrained and non-negatively constrained with λ = 10 −1 sensing matrices on the MNIST dataset. Enforcing non-negativity has negligible performance differences compared to the unconstrained sensing matrices. (b) The 10 patterns corresponding to the 10 rows of an example optimal sensing matrix learned from the MNIST dataset. These are clearly sparse and non-random, focusing on pixels that are relevant to digits.
Enforcing non-negativity on the sensing matrices has negligible impact on accuracy. To see this, we repeat the experiments without enforcing non-negativity. In Figure 2 (a), we plot the accuracies of non-negative and unconstrained optimal sensing matrices for λ = 10 −1 . The results clearly show that both have similar accuracies. Consequently, all remaining experiments will include only non-negative optimal matrices. The non-negative sensing matrices also capture features that are relevant to digits. In Figure 2 (b), we show 10 images that correspond to the 10 rows in a learned sensing matrix. The images show that the sensing matrix are sparse and non-random, focusing on pixels that are pertinent to digits.
Optical system generation results
Prism array hardware was generated to evaluate the performance of a task-specific compressive classifier. The MNIST dataset was used to generate an optimized sparse sensing matrix as described in subsection 5.1. The optimization enforced non-negativity of the sensing matrix and had a sparsity cost of λ = 10 −1 . Because of the under-constrained nature of physically realizing a prism array to match this optimized sparse sensing matrix, several configurations were selected for evaluation. These configurations are shown in table 1. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the parameters used within the simulation.
Once key parameters were selected, a prism array was generated to match the optimized sparse sensing matrix. For this specific MNIST-optimized matrix, this resulted in 1,512 non-zero entries in the optimized sparse sensing matrix, and therefore 1,512 unique prisms and neutral density filters within the optical simulation. Each prism was then raytraced with 10,200 rays for all 784 unique object space angular bins, and a per-prism per-angle detector response was generated. System response was found by summing the per-prism response contribution at every angle for each detector element. This system response matrix was then multiplied by the MNIST training and testing data to create a compressed MNIST data representation as if the MNIST data set was imaged by the simulated task-specific compressive imaging system. A random-forrest classifier was then re-trained with this compressed MNIST data representation and tested to determine classification accuracy.
Parameter Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3
Total object space angular bins [ Table 1 : Parameters used in the evaluation of three different prism array hardware simulations. Detector Z distance and detector Z separation were varied for the three configurations examined to determine how different hardware response matrices impact machine learning classification performance. show the nine rows of the sensing matrix reshaped into images for the ideal optimized sparse sensing matrix generated by the neural network optimizer, and the response matrix (i.e., hardware equivalent sensing matrix) generated through the optical raytrace as described in section 4. These results show blurring occurring within the response matrix due to neighboring angular information leakage. This can be controlled through balancing total desired flux with parameters such as detector Z distance from the prism array and detector separation. The hardware response matrices were then multiplied by the MNIST data set, and a random-forrest classifer was re-trained with this compressed MNIST representation. The classification accuracy of the random-forrest algorithm is shown for the ideal sparse sensing matrix originating from the neural network optimization process, as well as the three hardware configuration simulated response matrices in Table 2 . Classification accuracy of the simulated hardware systems are effectively equivalent to the classification accuracy of the ideal, neural network optimized case. These results show that the sparse sensing matrix found in the neural network optimization is fairly robust to perturbations caused by blurring due to information leakage from neighboring angular bins into the detector elements. Table 2 : Classification accuracy results for a random-forrest algorithm using the ideal sparse sensing matrix from the neural network optimization, and using the hardware response matrices generated from a raytrace of a prism and neutral density filter array designed to match the ideal sparse sensing matrix as close as possible.
Hardware was generated to evaluate the ideal sparse sensing matrix to the simulated hardware configuration, with total detector elements ranging from k = 1 to k = 10. All physical hardware parameters, with the exception of detector elements, followed the values of configuration 1, shown in Table 1 . These prism and neutral density filter arrays were then raytraced and a hardware response matrix was generated. Figure 5 shows the number of detector elements (i.e., number of measurements taken by the system) versus the mean classification accuracy of the re-trained random-forest algorithm for both ideal and simulated hardware cases. Simulated hardware matrices, even those that exhibit object space information blurring, result in similar classification accuracy compared to the ideal sensing matrix. 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Task-specific compressive classification can be used to significantly compress signals and create a linear mapping between the original data space and a lower dimensional signal that retains class separability. Practically, very compressed data representations for classification can be achieved given a specific task.
Initial investigation into generating physically realizable optical components that match the optimized sensing matrix as close as possible showed promise. We chose a refractive prism array and neutral density filter component to create a mapping between object space angles and image space detectors. Simulations of three different hardware elements, retrieval of a hardware response function, and the evaluation of this function within a random-forest classifier showed effectively equivalent classification performance compared to the ideal optimized sensing matrix generated by a neural network. Simulations of hardware elements for a range of compressive values matched closely to the ideal neural network optimized sensing matrices.
Manufacturing of such a prism array is challenging. Novel 3D printing techniques such as two-photon polymerization, as used in instruments such as the Nanoscribe, could enable maskless lithographic techniques to generate such a customized refractive optical array. Other hardware elements, such as diffractive arrays or waveguides could potentially be used to create simpler hardware realizations of optimzied sparse sensing matrices. Future work will investigate alternative optimization architectures to find higher quality data representations, including the evaluation of discretized intensity levels within the sensing matrix. Alternative optical hardware will be investigated that simplifies manufacturability. Methods of generalizing the machine learning component to minimize or negate the need for retraining on hardware response matrices will be explored.
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